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Oftentimes time is wasted on quite a few people [and oftentimes jews] who
primarily want clout and drama for doing absolutely nothing and are not
successful in this path.

They strangely remain in the focus because people primarily don't know where to
give their attention. This goes back to the fact most people don't know what to
expect, or the fact that most people are focusing on failure, because they are
programmed to fail.

People focus on individuals who fell, or in particular, urban myths and other
things. These examples are good to know when one wants to know for example,
how curses may have affected people [the kinds that we are removing now], or
that yes, this can be a dangerous path. One learns from these.

All my life here I have been decidedly try to ground, defend, and educate people.
This path is upright. It's like climbing a mountain. You get stronger in it. Strength
comes at a price of fighting weakness and winning against it.

As with any other path of great value, it requires persistence, focus, but also
Satanism *WILL* lead you to success. This is no doubt. Satanism however, is a
war to master one's self, and in this, someone can fail.

Generally people who haven't went much far into this path or haven't applied it,
are the ones who speak the loudest about it, create expectations, have the beefs
with clergy [big MEH], or rush to become your internet pen-pal with whom you will
be "taught" about Satanism.

This reflects only an emotional human need to speak and so on, and doesn't
teach most people much. It's kind of even worse when not only this isn't
advancing anyone but causing in fact the opposite motion.

If anything, two confused people can in many cases be worse than one, as
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confusion can keep stacking itself. One has to therefore protect not only one's self
but others from ignorance.

Ignorance can also be defeated when people who may be confused, do attempt
to solve it together. Like in science. Yet, this has a requirement of that people
involved are serious, want to stay on it, do research, and so on.

It doesn't work in most cases because most people can hardly find for
themselves, and looking for others is simply impossible in this case. Persistence
and willingness to learn and understand, are crucial.

What is for sure, nobody that persists until the end will fail. Those who persist in
the above feat with meditations and awareness, will get there, no matter the
purpose, given the goals are in attainable range.

This range increases as much as power and wisdom do increase.

Over these years I also know this to be the case: The True Satanic heart, will
NOT fail. Despite of pressure, the counter-forces that may try to keep one back,
the true Satanist will succeed in rising above their obstacles. It may take time, but
it happens.

In my experience and observing thousands of lives of other people, and people
that I ended up caring seriously about from here, I have seen that the
overwhelming reception of Satanists is just positive and people grow in their
pace, but tremendously compared to how they could ever grow under "normal"
circumstances.

Most normal people, never grow.

This is not solely focused on the external life, but the wisdom and other gifts
accumulated, can be mind blowing. You won't be able to explain to other people
after a point, neither should you waste time where this is not received.

The rise for those who persist, as time goes, will be big. Eventually, a Satanist
who is advanced, will reach a place of true understanding.

Over these years, I recall that I had some differences with a few people, primarily
over the years counted in like 10 fingers overall, maybe 12 at max. As little as
that.



While a few proved to be rotten apples, even from these few people, something
like half of them have not only recovered and evolved, but everyone else also has
done the same. True Satanists will always recover from any strange
manipulations and obstacles.

The Gods are there and real. It's a pity many people don't really have
comprehended that. Any born to be SS, will understand with time.

The key is, to keep advancing, and keep one's faith close in Satan. Many people
have a wrong conception about Satan, because they have no clue of actual
communication or not a strong understanding of how powerful Satan is. The
enemy abuses this lack of knowledge, and confuses people.

This path remains unfolded for people that quit or stagger, yet has brought
success and understanding to many people. Many of these are here.

The best feeling I receive is when I see people 5, or 10 years later, on a path of
self-development, getting all the blessings of this path. Except of spiritual power,
much of this is also material.

Contrary to some beliefs reiterated here, primarily created from people out of their
personal experiences, this path leads also, alongside to everything else, to all the
"worldly" things too, if one devotes themselves in learning and wisdom.

Among the worst feelings I do occasionally receive, is when people have fucked it
up somewhere, and this caused them serious staggering or failure. There have
been cases of fellows who due to self-blindness [coming from many ways] have
lost valuable time, or have been experiencing failures that are unnecessary.

Many people self-inflict this to themselves because of not listening, not being
receptive, repeating negative patterns, etc. If one is causing something, one can
also fix it.

Between the two categories I have found primarily the two important qualities:
The first ones, listen, be this to the Gods, or wise counsel. They generally also
have a clearer view of themselves [oftentimes gained by a lot of pain and fixing
themselves] and eventually self understanding leads to success. Then all
suffering disappears.

The second category goes in the reverse way: In order to "Feel better", they avoid



personal mistakes, meditation, listening [or they fake this to even themselves] and
eventually unresolved problems draw them down the route to destruction. In
some cases, they feel really good while they are at it.

Until a breaking point is reached and these delusions collapse, to where these
people permanently suffer.

In this path, the loyal ones are rewarded. Satan is big on loyalty. I've seen people
who struggle with this, but this comes in time, and a true Satanic soul can never
leave this path. It is ordained on someone from beginning to end.

To be loyal and to love the Gods, one has to know first about the benefits of this
path, the connection, feel the Gods, and get in contact. For others who have done
this before, this will be as instinctive and natural as anything else.

Surely there have been a few people who just "passed through" here, sort of how
one crosses a great, once in a lifetime [or lifetimes] opportunity. And then left.
That for those who were truly here will be temporary.

This will come later as a realization, and they will rejoin. It may come a lifetime
later. Their priorities aren't really straight yet.

All my journey I kept focusing on bringing success, hope, positivity, and weeding
out garbage from this path that obstruct others from walking. I know I suffered
copiously on the stupidity of others, especially when new. It was simply not
necessary.

I would have saved myself years if I was in a position where I read what I type
now, when I was starting. Maybe my less mature self wouldn't listen, but even
then, this would be accelerated, and that is the beauty of Satanism: We look back
and we have advanced tremendously.

Instead, people I had to look up to, were drug users, unreliable people, but I put
all my focus where it mattered, and stuck with HPS Maxine which in my view was
equal to a pope. I say this without shame at all.

I am proud I listened contrary to all human stupid urges that imply doing the
contrary, of which human kind has plentiful. If I did not listen, I would be a far
sadder and weaker person, and far less free, and the long list of the negatives
would be extreme.



The LHP in general is filled with people who have fucked up in life or are simply
not that good at it. They speak a lot for being Gods over nothing. They are
nothing but in most cases lost people, oftentimes, too hard-stuck to admit it even
to themselves.

Also, I would like to reassure everyone, if those who didn't stand firm in let's say,
the last 10 years, considered themselves stupid for doing so [rightfully after so
much further we are today compared to then...]

...If they lose the next 10 years by doing the same mistake again, they will be
severely disappointed. This will be multiplies more than how they might feel now.

So, join onboard fast, and go on with your beautiful Satanic things you can be
doing, and stop losing out on your destiny as a Satanist and wise being.

Or just simply rot and cause yourself considerable, and unnecessary [but
damning] problems.

We stand at cornerstone opportunity for personal and collective advancement,
which will affect and pull even the sternest individuals up with it.

Those who are wise are going to take it. The only trade-off here is your own
ignorance, weakness, and negativity, handed over and crushed so that a better
you can emerge. This is a foolproof deal and to any person, would look for what it
is: A super lifetime opportunity. It should be a no brainer.

But as you can see outside 9 out of 10 people are programmed for slavery and
failure and therefore, can be not receptive to new deals. These people also
constantly point the fingers on you guessed it, failures, etc. This is to self-affirm
their own failure bias. It happens everywhere in this world, consistently.

Don't be these people. Be of the better type, since everyone, without exception,
would never have found this way if something inside them was not of the better
and higher type.

Praised be Father Satan, the bringer of power, knowledge, and success.

Praised be also all the Satanists who have walked this path and fought the
numerous sea monsters, the chaos bringers, the enemy, the falling negative inner
force in man that tries to shrink and destroy humanity, and win against this



everyday.

In a world such as this, this is a commendable deed.

Praised be the intelligence of these people, and may one's resolve be unrelenting
forever and ever.

The wisdom and power of Satan will be known to all. There are no words to thank
Satan. Those who have walked...will understand.

Those who have not, what are you exactly waiting for?
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